Providing Visual Representation for Language Support

1. In 1942 my grandfather was in the fields with our goats one day when a storm blew in and forced a British plane to make an emergency landing. My grandfather grabbed a red blanket and began waving it frantically, hoping the pilot would see that the field was large enough to land in. The pilots brought their plane down safely, much to the irritation of our goats. Grandfather

2. After Germany invaded the independent nation of Greece, the British began *parachuting in soldiers and supplies*. My grandfather was out in the fields with our goats one day when a storm blew in and forced a British plane to make an emergency landing. My grandfather grabbed a red blanket and began waving it frantically, hoping the pilot would see that the field was large enough to land in. The pilots brought their plane down safely, much to the irritation of our goats. Grandfather

This pop-up provides a visual representation (i.e., art) of the language in a reading selection.
Providing Visual Representation for Content Support

This pop-up provides visual representation (i.e., photograph) of a historical figure.

You are about to embark upon the Great Crossing which we have striven these many months. The road we travel is narrow and steep. We dare not falter nor fall. We dare not falter nor fall.

The tide has turned! The free nations of the world have united and will act together to Victory!

I have full confidence in your devotion to duty and skill in battle. We will accept nothing less than victory.

— General Dwight D. Eisenhower, June 6, 1944

General Eisenhower provided these words of encouragement to Allied forces before they engaged in what military operation?

A. The Battle of the Bulge
B. The Sicily Campaign
C. The Invasion of Normandy
D. The Battle of the Atlantic